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THE CARLESON MEASURE AND
MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS OF

UNIFORMTY BOUNDED CHARACTERISTIC

Z. Paviöeviö

Abstract. For a meromorphic function /(z) defined in the unit disc D : lzl < 1 on the
complex z-plane, z = x * iy, we denote its spherical derivative bv f#(r) and introduce the
differentiable form dpyQ) = (1 - lzl2)lf+(z)l2dxdy. We prove that f(z) has the uniformly
bounded characteristic if and only if the measur" WQ) is the Carleson measure. This result
answers a question posed by S. Yamashita in Internat. J. Math. Math. Sci. 8, 1985, pp. 477-482.

1. Let f(z) be a meromorphic function defined in the unit disc D : lzl < I
on the complex z-p!ane, z : n { iy, and f#(r) : lf'(z);1r + l/(r)l']-' itt
spherical derivative. For an arbitrary w e D a^nd t, 0 ( t < 7, we denote
p-Q) : (z -trlx1 - .r)-' and A(rl.,, t): {z e D; lq-Q)l . t}.

The Nevanlinna characteristic function T(r, f) of the function f (z) is defined
by ihe Ahlfors-Shimizu formula

where

,s(, , f) _

In [5], S. Yamashita proved that the Nevanlinna characteristic T(r,w,f) of.

the functio" f (- + (1 - lr)r), w € D fixed, is of the form

T(r,w, f)- 1
7r

where D(w,t): {ze D;lr-trl <t(1 -ltrll)},0( r< 1. Inparticular,
7(r,0, f) : T(r, f).

Denote T(L,w,"f): lim,*r-oT(r,.,f). If. T(7,"f) < +*, then f(z) be-
longs to the class BC of meromorphic functions with bounded Nevanlinna char-
acteristic. If sup;,;.1 G - A)t+(r) < +T: then /(z) belongs to the class N of
normal meromorphic functions in D (cf. [2]).

Forany w e D,,wedenote f-(r1: f @-(r)), p-Q):(z- rX1 - ar)-'.

tl
lrl<t
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Theorem L. A meromorphic function f(z) in D belongs to BC1N if and
only if

(1) 
t:iå 

r(r,u, /) < +m.

Proof. Let f(z) € BCnlf . Since f(r) e BC, then, according to [4], p.851,
Theorem 2.1

(2) 
,:,iåt(r, 

l-) s c, ( *oo

for any Q,0 < g < 1

It immediately follows from the definition that

rQ, f*): : l,' u I v* @l' d* dv) dt

A ( tu,t)

(3) T(I,w,f) ST(1,f-)

forany w € D.
It follows from (2) and (3) that

for any Q,,0 < g < 1.

Since f e lf , then, according to [5J, Theorem 1

l-l<t

and (1) is proved.
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Sufrciency. Weput ur:0 in (1). Then 7(1,0,"f): T(l,f) ( *oo, sothat
f (z) e BC.

It follows from (L) that

(6)

for every g,

f (r) € .lr.

a(lurl<r l-l<1

2. Following S. Yamashita ([a]), a meromorphic function /(z) defined in D is
called a function with uniformly bounded characteristic if supu€D T(1, f -). The
class of such functions is denoted by U BC. The inclusion U BC C BC nI\I, proved
by S. Yamashita in [4], now follows immediately from our Theorem 1.

3. tr'or a meromorphic function /(z) defined in D we introduce the dif-
ferentiable form d.pr1(z) : (1 - lrl')lf#(r))'drdy and the measure pilE) :
I[udptQ) generated by dp,1Q) on a Borel set .0 C D. Let

where .R(to): {z eD; l.l < lrl<t,largz -argul < "(1 - l-l)} for wl0,
and .B(trt) : D for tr.r : 0. The measure p1 is called the Carleson measure if
supu€D Qjrt,ur) < +oo (cf. [6], p. 38).

Theorem 2. A meromorphic function f (z) belongs to the class U BC if and
only if f (z) is normal and pf is tåe Carleson measure.

In fact, the necessity in Theorem 2 follows from [4], Theorem 3.1 and [6],
Theorem 2. The sufrciency in Theorem 2 is contained in the proof of Theorem 3
from [6], pp. 42-43.

4. In the paper [7], S. Yamashita posed the following problem: Does a mero-
morphic function /(z) belong to the class U BC if the measure p.y is the Carleson
measure?

The solution of this problem is contained in part 5, Theorem 3.

We prove the following

Lemma. If the rneasure p,1 for a meromophic functio" f (r) in D is the
Carleson measure, f (z) is normal (i.e. f (z) € If ).

Proof. Let a, i a " 
( L, be fixed. Then | < l, -.111,-u)zl-r for any

ze D,,forwhich lrl<r:r(a) :l@a-1), andforany u with a < ltul < 1.
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have

PaviöeviöZ.

for

los11 - arllz -rl-' 1c(r - (tr - arl-llz -rl)') - c

It is known (t4l) that

r(,, f-) = II [f# (,)]' rcsl!::t1la* aa, 0 < r ( 1.

l,l<,

We hence have, for any ?r, a 1 l.l < 1, and a, i a "< 1, and r : r(a) :
|(+o - r),

(r - lrl,) (1 - l*lr)

;:ts ll
lrl<t

(r l*lr) (r l,lr)
11 - arl,

11 - *rl'

where

", 
: 

;:,, ll trPffi[r#(,)f d* dv

l,l<1

and c1 ( *oo since prl is the Carleson measure (see [1], Lemma B.B, p. 2Bg).
For every w e D and any 11, 0 ( 11 ( 1, the estimate

(8) (r - lrlr)/#(r) < f f *o 2r(r1,f-) -L)'t'
is proved by S. Yamashita ([8], p. 198, the inequality (8.5)).

Combining (7) and (8), we obtain the inequality

r
valid for arty w, , < l.l < 1, and r : r(a).

since /#(z) is a positive continuous function in D, we have for any
a 1. a1 < L, a^nd aJry rr, ltol ( o1 ,

where TTt, : maxl.l< o, f#(r).
Combining (9) and (10) we get

that ir, f (r) € .nf . The Lemma is proved.

(e)

(10)

aLt
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Remark 1. Our Lemma essentially improves a result in [6], p. 42.

Remark 2. Let f(z) be a holomorphic function in the disk D a^nd let il,\Q)
be the differential form d\yQ) : (1 - lrl')lf'(r)l'a"dy. lf., in ihe proof of the

Lemma, we put lf 'Q)l instead of f# (z), we obtain a new proof of the following
well-known resuli: If the measure )1(z) for a holomorphic function f (z) in D is

the Carleson measure, then limsup1,;-1 (t - lrl)lf'Q)l ( *oo;i'e., it is a Bloch
function (cf. for instance [7], p. a81).

5. Theorem 3. A meromorphic function f (z) belongs to the class UBC if
and only if p,1 is a Carleson measure.

This theorem immediately follows from Theorem 2 and the Lemma.

corollary. A meromorphic function f (z) belongs to the c/ass U BC if and

only if

11 - *rl'

A meromorphic fun ction f (r) belongs to the class U BC if
and

;:B II
lrl<t

6. Theorem 4.
only if

This theorem

lrl< 1

follows from Theorem 3 and a result

f oo.

in [3], Theorem 4.

7. A well-known result states that a holomorphic function f (z) in D belongs

to the class BMOA if and only if the measure ),1, d'),yQ): (1- 1rl')lf'Q)l'd,ud,y,
is the Carleson measure (see for instance [7], p. 481). We note that the proof of
Theorem 3 presents a new proofof this result if in the proofof Theorem 3 one uses

lf'k)l instead of. f#(z) and the inequality (3.5.3) in [8], p. 194 instead of (8).

I wish to express my gratitude to V.L Gavrilov and S. Yamashita for their
valuable advice.
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